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The secular and religious press has given extensive coverage to the murder of three American 
nuns and one American laywoman in El Salvador. For many, the nation of El Salvador is another 
one of those Central or South American countries which keeps on changing governments at 
various times. Yet, the country of El Salvador burst across our television screens last year when 
it was the place where Archbishop Oscar Romero was gunned down while saying Mass. !
Why should we be concerned about the events in El Salvador, or for that matter in any other part 
of the world today? What can any one of us do to change these events, tragic as they may be? 
These are questions articulated in word or in silence by people today, including myself and 
yourself at times. And that is tragic! !
The issue at stake in El Salvador and other parts of the world today is the issue of human rights. 
The Church in many parts of South America has embraced the pastoral task of accompanying 
the people in their hopes and struggles as well as their suffering - and has paid dearly for this 
commitment. The poor of Central and South America are our brothers and sisters. They live 
thousands of miles away from us, speak a different language, and enjoy a different culture and 
heritage. Yet, we share the human condition with them and we share a religious faith. !
The government of El Salvador has received military aid from the United States. We have 
assisted a government which has been unable, and it seems, unwilling to stop the violence 
against the people by controlling its own security forces. Are we allowed the luxury of standing 
by idle? We should write to our elected officials to ask them to discontinue military aid or other 
assistance that can be used against the people. We should be interested enough to learn more 
about these events and to respond to them. !
But El Salvador is only the tip of the iceberg as far as Christian social responsibility is 
concerned. As Catholic people, we are expected to be concerned for peace and justice 
throughout the world, and in our own communities. The social Gospel is a demanding challenge 
which asks us to have a worldview and a world concern for global issues as well as 
contradictions of the Gospel message that surround us in our own lives.!
Poverty? Capital punishment? Nuclear armament? Prejudice? Racism? Human rights? War? 
Conscientious Objection? Abortion? Euthanasia? These are haunting questions. I wonder how 
Jesus would have answered them. Hope I might be able to do the same. 
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